
An American Crisis™: Veterans’ Unemployment  

Stand by Them/How You Can Help/Solutions 

It is time for a comprehensive and permanent solution for US veteran unemployment to be put into place 

now. Today there are about 750,000 unemployed Veterans. This book is about how businesses and citizens 

can help considerably reduce that number. 

 

An American Crisis™: Veterans’ Unemployment is a collaborative effort by some of the leading visionaries 

and participants to solve this problem. An Army general, an Army colonel, the president of VetJobs, a chaplain, 

a Congressional Medal of Merit recipient, a sergeant major, a wounded warrior, a military spouse, a Fortune 

500 VP, and more contribute insightful and poignant chapters with the purpose of getting veterans back to 

work expediently, or to assist them in becoming successful entrepreneurs. There are twenty-four contributing 

writers. 

 

Contributing Authors from every branch of our military have provided material for this book. These are US 

veterans who have successfully re-integrated back into civilian life from the ‘other world’ of the US military. 

They share their personal experiences and trials in finding employment, creating income and establishing a 

secure foundation for themselves and their families. These contributing authors have chosen to continue 

serving by helping others leaving the military avoid the hardships and struggles they and many others have 

gone through. They are walking Point for their military brothers and sisters.  

 

Our united purpose is to provide solutions for US veterans in need of immediate employment and prepare a 

secure passage to success for future veterans. Each of our contributing authors is convinced that it is our 

national responsibility to provide this successful pathway back into the civilian world for those that serve in 

our military.   

 

This unique book offers valuable advice for US veterans and any other job seeker or future entrepreneur. 

There are chapters addressing employers and how to start a veteran hiring initiative. It also gives non-military 

citizens unique insights into the exceptional people America's veterans really are. Their stories will bring you 

to tears, amaze you and inspire you. It may become your favorite book ever!  An American Crisis will be an 

enjoyable and engrossing read for employers, civilians and veterans alike. These are true stories. Each chapter 

concludes with the valuable lessons the contributing authors learned navigating their own career paths. If you 

are job seeker, recruiter, employer, franchiser, educator, parent, or a patriotic citizen that wants to pitch in 

and help, this book is for you and your friends. If you know an unemployed Veteran, buy them this book!  
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